Abstract
Introduction
Scientific software development consumes scarce resources and limits the pace of science and engineering. Code development is slow because, in part, it has not been possible to automate the comprehension of scientific and engineering software, and comprehension is a prerequisite for performing several time-consuming, error-prone software development tasks.
However, the classical notation and methods of mathematics and physics are the knowledge representation for comprehending scientific code.
Scientific programs involve an organization of these equations and fundamental concepts. This paper concerns automating this representation and recognition process to alleviate two practical scientific software problems: locating semantic errors in code, and scientific code documentation.
The first problem is that existing scientific code verification techniques (comparison with available analytic and experimental results) can only detect the presence of an error; finding this error often leads to a time-consuming manual search. For example, the second-difference code 0-7695-0710-7/00 $10.00 0 2000 IEEE
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(1) contains a geometrical error in the grid index I, which is exceedingly hard to find manually.
However, it can be found automatically with this semantic analysis procedure.
The second problem is that understanding another programmer's code is usually frustrating and time consuming, and to understand scientific code well enough to modify it confidently requires a large time investment. This semantic analysis procedure can represent and recognize important code details.
Modern programming practice attempts to reduce both these problems. Software reuse (subroutine libraries), object-oriented programming, and modern programming tools (lint, ftnchek, memory-leak testing) also help reduce these problems.
Researchers have approached these problems from several directions including software synthesis [ 11, formal methods [2] , and program comprehension [3,4,5]. In comparison to program comprehension research, the current work emphasizes recognizing scientific domain knowledge, the use of parsers, declaration of primitive program variables, and quantitative evaluation of the procedure using real world test cases. This paper follows experimental report form with a thesis, procedure, results, and conclusion.
Thesis
The thesis of this semantic analysis experiment is that fundamental physical and mathematical formulae and concepts are organized into scientific and engineering codes. This domain knowledge can be represented in parsers [6, 7, 8] , and when combined with other methods, these parsers can recognize scientific code semantics.
A tool capable of such recognition would help locate errors during code development and document code for modification.
Procedure
The procedure for testing this thesis involves four stages. First, the user adds semantic declarations to an existing FORTRAN program (2) . Distinguished by "C?" these declarations identify primitive program variables using standardized technical terms (ie. mass, acceleration).
Second, the procedure syntactically parses the user's program into a data structure representation.
Third, a translation scheme converts statements in the user's program into statements in different context languages. For example, expression (2) is converted to the physical dimensions expression (3) and the physical quantity expression (4).
These context languages ( Fourth, parsers containing domain knowledge examine the translated phrases to recognize formulae from their area of expertise. For example, a dynamics expert parser would include the rule (3, be able to recognize the phrase (4) as Newton's law, infer (4) is "force", assign this result to FF in (2) , and annotate the data structure.
force e= mass * acceleration The units expert parser can reduce (3) and verify units.
The other expert parsers act similarly. Table 2 gives examples of these rules, and Yacc [7] is used to convert a set of rules into to a parsing subroutine.
Further, a CUI displays any semantic interpretation, technical definitions, and highlights recognized errors, undefined quantities, and unrecognizable expressions. Table 1 : Aspects analyzed by the procedure including number of parsers, parser rules, and equations.
Properties of the Procedure
Issues that deserve mention include the generality and limitations of recognition, error detection, and the inference tree.
Generality of recognition
In what forms can a formula appear? In general, the fundamental physical equations may be transformed by the algebraic transformations (Commutative, Distributive and Associative laws), and the transformation laws for equations (equation substitution, simplification, and solve). Since grammar rules simply reduce an ordered sequence of tokens to a single token, recognition must be enhanced with four methods.
The first method commutes, associates, and distributes (and inverse distributes) the expression. The second method incrementally parses expression components. In (6) the sub-expressions p/p, u2, and %u2 are separately referred 
Recognition search limitations
Despite these enhancements, only a limited recognition search is performed, and practical limitations exist. For example, the code (8) is not recognizable from stored rules as c po, since its derivation (RHS of (9)) involves simplification of the R and To terms. However, (8) could be recognized if the code were re-written without this cancellation (LHS of (9)), or if a specific rule were added. C1 = (gamma(J)/rgc)**0.5*pltO/tlt0**0.5
CP, = ( Y R T~) "~ P~( R T~) w CP, = (Y/R)'/~ (pfl0'/*) (9) (gamma, y are ratio of specific heats; rgc, R are gas constant; p l to, Po are total pressure; t 1 to, To are total temperature; c sound speed; po total density)
Error detection
The analysis procedure detects errors with direct tests of some code aspects including dimensions, units, and nondimensionalization. For other code aspects, including mathematical/physical quantity, unrecognized code may be incorrect or a correct formula beyond the scope of the stored rules. For example, the procedure would declare the aerodynamics equation (1 0) unrecognized (pressure is incorrectly calculated from density, total energy, velocities and the ratio of specific heats); (10) cannot be declared in error since it. may be an unknown rule. P = RHO*(E -(U*U + V*V))*(GAM-1) (10) A novice cannot declare this statement an error either; however, a human expert would combine a fluency in aerodynamics formulae with knowledge of the code's domain to recognize an error. Fully developed expert parsers may eventually reach or exceed human expert's abilities. However, by reviewing the analysis, users can identify code errors relatively easily.
The inference tree
The inference tree represents the organization of inferences (rule recognitions: force e mass*acceleration in ( 5 ) ) necessary to deduce a physical/mathematical expression's meaning.
Theory suggests (and measurements confirm) that programs can have large inference trees (depth>lO). Since an inference is only possible if its child branches are understood (mass, acceleration recognized or defined in (5)), an error or omission will prevent subsequent inferences. Consequently, recognition rates are very sensitive to inference failures and rule omissions.
Results
There are two aspects to the results: the recognition metric, and its results for the development and blind test cases.
Recognition metric
To measure recognition, the parse tree is searched for each operation, aOb where @E { +, -, *, /, ** }, intrinsic function reference, ftn(a), and array reference, a(i,j,k). The recognition rate is the fraction of these operationdreferences where the mathematical/physical quantity is understood.
Recognition of code semantics
This metric is applied to two classes of codes: development and blind test cases. In the development test cases, the procedure developer carefully examines the results to devise and test expert parser rules, and correct errors. In the blind test cases the procedure developer examines the code once to determine semantic declarations for primitive variables; the code details are not known and feedback is not available for recognition procedure improvement. The blind test cases indicate expected results for a general code (after declaring primitive variables, but not coding additional mathematical and physical rules).
These test cases include an experimental data reduction code, one-, two-, and three-dimensional computational fluid dynamics (CFD) codes for turbomachinery problems, and a chemically reacting fluid flow code. Further these are typical, practical, scientific and engineering codes. Table 3 gives their recognition results.
The results for the development cases establish the feasibility of the procedure, while results for the blind test cases are evidence of its generality. Additional work on the procedure will improve these preliminary results.
Although human scientific software comprehension probably involves a more sophisticated analysis procedure than this, a comparison based on experience is insightful. A code's developer should have a high quantity recognition rate (>80%); an able, experienced scientific programmer's recognition depends entirely on their knowledge of the scientific field and code methods; a dedicated and capable novice would be fortunate to recognize 20-30%, and require many months of work to reach 50% recognition. However, most users do not require a detailed understanding of a code.
Conclusions
This procedure has properties advantageous for automated semantic analysis of scientific codes. First, classical mathematical notation is an expressive knowledge representation. Second, this domain knowledge is encapsulated into independent modules. Third, these formulae are largely fundamental, which increases generality, and they are largely aspect-independent, which reduces complexity. Last, the procedure's economics appear to be favorable: execution time is modest, and the user effort to prepare semantic declarations is reasonable.
However, an important unknown is the rate of improvement for blind test case recognition. This rate projects the time, resources, and feasibility of developing a practical tool. Secondary issues include high memory requirements and undeveloped analysis capabilities (for logic, subroutine calls, the call tree, and other programming languages).
Continued effort is merited given both these results and the importance of automated scientific program analysis. A prudent focus is extending knowledge rules and infrastructure to increase blind test case recognition rates. 
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